Reconstituting the Archive of Hazrat-i Dehli: the Sultans, the Sufis and the riverine plain of Delhi. Thursday April 2, 2020, at 6:00 pm

The study of Sultanate Delhi has been robustly framed by the evidence surrounding some of its primary power brokers – the Sultans, their amirs, and the Sufis. Depending upon the narrator, the epithet for the city, Hazrat-i Dehli, the auspicious, magnificent city of Delhi, is attributed to the contributions of its powerful monarchs or the benign grace of its mystics. Professor Kumar’s lecture complicates this archive by focusing on some of the Sultanate city’s water bodies – its seasonal streams, tanks and stepped wells (baoli) – to underline the careful investment made by different regimes into their planning and management. And yet, although rendering the region populated and prosperous (abād), the Persian chronicles of the time were unusually silent on this subject. This void was filled by the mystics of the city whose records mentioned their interaction with these water bodies. The lecture draws out the complicated politics of associations, forgetting and remembering that became a part of the history of Sultanate Delhi. Kumar draws attention to the range of epistemologies that sustained this amnesia and the possibilities if we were more self-reflexive in recognizing the politics that sustain our research.

The Creation and Representation of Order: Ghiyas al-Din Tughluq’s Tughluqabad. Tuesday March 31, 2020, at 6:00 pm

This lecture concerns the Sultanate stronghold of Tughluqabad, constructed by Sultan Ghiyas al-Din Tughluq (1320-24), one of the well known, if miscounted, seven cities of Delhi that survives perilously in the southern plain of Delhi. Professor Kumar reads the construction of the city as an ‘event’ that communicated the political transitions in Ghiyas al-Din’s brief reign. But the manner of the city’s functional organization, its usage of space and monumentality, was also embedded in the larger social and political ordering of the early fourteenth-century Sultanate society. What pasts can one resurrect of the Neguderid Turk whose roots belonged in the nomadic histories of Afghanistan and the trans-Caucasian world of the dasht-i Qipchaq? How do these pasts touch upon the history of the Tughluq dynasty in Delhi (1320-1418), on Tughluqabad, and the deeper social and political structuring of the Sultanate with its capital in Delhi? Kumar’s lecture questions how the nature of the newly constructed citadel of Tughluqabad, its geography and its readings can provide a conflicted, and therefore, a more accurate understanding of the dynamic and fluid fourteenth century Sultanate world.